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Buggy car lab answers

Toy car collision lesson as a practice to complete the model unit at constant speed. For several years I used a car collision challenge as a summative/laboratory practice for my constant speed model in physics. Students are challenged to determine where toy cars (often called strollers since the most common car used are red and blue
strollers) collide if started four meters apart. The basic strategy is:Each of the two groups measures the time for a cat to travel a specific distance, then calculates the speed of their car. Groups share the speed of their car with their partner group. Both groups calculate the collision point for cars. They establish a sheet of paper with their
target position next to one meter tape. Students start their cars at the appropriate ends and watch as they collide (hopefully in their marked location!) Over the years, I have developed tips and tricks to make the lesson more engaging for students, as well as building scaffolding for those challenged by the project.2019: Finished like any
educational product ever gets. Here's a slow-motion video showing improvements in my rating target At first I had a target with a smaller A range, but not enough students reached that level (cars bend often, which is outside student control), so I rotated the lens in landscape mode and expanded zone A. Canned data scaffolding for class
exercise. I teach both honors and physics of university preparation, and many students need some scaffolding to succeed, and also to understand how they can use different processes to solve the problem. Now, before students complete their real test, they make their way through the canned data. This allows me to see where they are
strong and where they might need more work. Students solve for collision time and location using four methods they used to solve similar constant speed problems:Look at a data table and find the intersection of time and location. Graphs of the two cars and search for the collision point. Drawing a motion map. Using two equations and
two unknowns. The final test By now, the students have had a lot of practice and are ready to test a real prediction. On the back of the practice page is a similar document, but with spaces to add their calculated speeds and starting positions:Conclusions and resourcesIo found students much more capable of success with this new level of
scaffolding, and it gives me the ability to ensure that all students work through practice without simply jumping to the fun test. Resources I have for you:Have fun and for share thoughts or experiences in the comments section below. Related places Part 1: OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this part is to find the speed of the stroller in meters
per second (m/s). As for the distance (the number of units between a start and end point), the stroller speed can be determined through this experiment by measuring the amount of seconds required for buggy buggy travel a distance of 1 meter: start point (Xo)of O meters at the end point (Xf) at 1 meter = 2.3 seconds Speed=
meters/seconds (1/2.3) Stroller speed: 0.4347m/s Part 2: OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this part is to track the position of the stroller in four points and times. The position (y-axis) of the stroller relative to time (x-axis) is plotted on a chart with a connecting line. PROCEDURE: In this experiment the four intervals are at 1m, 2m, 3m and 4m.
To calculate the position/time at each interval, a stopwatch measures the amount of time it takes to complete each interval. With time in seconds and distance in meters, speeds are calculated from m/s. DATA: The forward movement of the buggy (0 to 4 meters) Point / Position (meters) Time (seconds) in which the stroller passes the point
0m mark 0s 1m mark 2.3s 2m mark 4.3s 3m mark 6.4s 4m mark 8.5s Caption: The forward progression of the buggy is represented through this table. Xo, the starting point, is the 0m mark while the end point (Xf) is the 4 m mark. Although there are five points, there are four intervals (1m, 2m, 3m and 4m) indicating a total distance of 4m
COMPLETED in a span of 8.5s. Calculations: The slope is found in equation: y2-y1/x2-x1. So the slope is (0.47) The intercept y is the starting point a is at the corrdinate (0s, 0m). The slope is positive, indicating that the position of the stroller progresses over time. slope intercept form of the equation (y=mx+b): y= 0.47x + 0 form of
displacement/velocity of the equation (y= Vot + Xo): x= 0.47t +0 (t= the time elaspes at each interval. Applying any time value to this variable will determine the location of the buggy on a linear graph (x). Part 3: OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this part is to plot the position of the stroller in four places and times when moving backwards. In
addition, from these positions and times, the equation of the line is determined. The slope intercept form of this equation allows oon to predict an approximate position of the stroller when given a specific time. PROCEDURE: In this experiment, we work from the end point of part 2 (4m sign) and travel backwards to the original start point
(0m sign). Therefore, our new starting point is at 4 m, while the new end point is at 0m. Using a stopwatch to measure the amount of time it takes to pass each interval, a slope, and a y intercept could be calculated and form an equation. Data Table: The backward movement of the buggy (based on its position-point- and the time it was in
that position) Point /Position (meters) Time (seconds) where the stroller passes the 4m mark 0s 3m mark 2s 2m mark 4.3s 1m mark 6.4s 0m mark 8.6s Caption: As shown in this data table, the starting point (Xo) was at the limit of 4 meters which was the end point in Part II of the experiment. The table shows the time that had elapsed in
seconds when the stroller passed each point. NOTE: There were four intervals (1 m, 2m, 3m, and and and five plots. Data calculations (slope and intercept) To find the slope and y intercept from the previous data, we selected two points on the table and found the slope: (y2-y1)/ (x2-x1) Subtracting time and position from the start and end
points, the slope of the data produces -0.5 . This slope means that the position of the stroller over time decreases compared to Part II of the laboratory when the slope increases. In addition, this slope figure indicates the fall of 0.5 between the corrdinates. The y-intercept refers to the starting start point when the line equation crosses the y-
axis. In this case the position at 4 meters is the yintercept: coordinate (0.4) when the amount of time elapsed is 0s. Line equation (slope intercept shape): y=mx+b—– y= -0.5x +4 Indicates that variable x represents time. From this equation, applying a value for x will approximate the location of the buggy on a graph. Form
disostitution/velocity equation: y= Vot + Xo —– x= -0.5t + 4 (t= the ttime variable while variable x - the dependent factor - represents the buggy position. Due to this, any point of time can be foreseen). CONCLUSION: In this lab, we used a buggy car to determine the change of location in specfied times. To determine the relationship
between an object's position and time, the experiment was divided into three separate parts: the calculation of buggy speed in m/s; measuring the forward movement of the stroller; and the discovery of the backward movement of the stroller. Despite the three parts of the lab, the variables that employed inlcude start/end points and x
(buggy location) that depended on the value of the time. In the first part, the velocity of the stroller measures the distance (a measure of the units between two points) over time (in seconds). This calculation represents the speed (on average) of a buggy that can travel if given these two factors that produce a speed of 0.4347 m /s.
However, what is the meaning of speed? According to the second part of the experiment, we plotted four different positions/intervals for the stroller at 1m,2m,3m and 4m marks. The total time of 8.5s. Using a stopwtch to meaure the required elapsing time, we repeated this process in the reverse direction in the third part of the experiment.
As noted in the data tables for both parties, there were five points where the time was calculated at the four intervals (1 interval per meter). In the opposite direction, the stroller moved from the 4m mark to the 0m mark on a span of 8.6s. Unlike the forward moving part of the experiment, the starting point for the reverse experiment was the
4 m mark while the end point was the 0 m mark. The opposite initial and final poits of the experiment influenced the equation of test, the displacement/velocity equation was x= 0.47t +0. The slope, +0.47 refers to the forward movement of the stroller from the start point of 0 (y intercept). As time goes by, the graph line (buggy movement)
increases; indicating that the stroller covers a greater distance. The reverse test formed the equation x= -0.5t +4. Starting from the initial point 4m (0 seconds covered), the stroller moved backwards as shown by the negative slope towards the original reference point of 0 m. Although the slopes of both experiments are numerically similar
(due to similarity in velocity), they carry opposite marks because of their opposite directions. In addition, these equations can both be used to determine the position of the stroller at any time on a linear graph. The value of t affects the position, dependent variable, of the stroller. In conclusion, the linear equation of this buggy can be used
to determine its Xo, X, and Xf values when given a specific time. Note: Time values differ between points in forward and reverse experiments due to the following sources of error: the slight slope of the floor with intervals and batteries. In the reverse experiment, the battery power was slightly lower and therefore slowed down the lab. Note
that this conclusion does not take this into account. Account.
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